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Future Events
Gloucester Island……………………………………………………………7th, 8th & 9th August
Hazlewood Gorge…………………………………………………………………….15th August
General Meeting………………………………………………………………………18th August
Blacks Creek………………………………………………………………………….22nd August
Beginners Abseil……………………………………………………………………..29th August

Walkers enjoying the views from the Leap
.
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From the Editor
It’sIgreat to see the variety of walks and activities on offer once again. Walks have been having a consistently good
numbers of attendees. Good to see that we are getting out and making the most of the weather conditions.
If you are a walks leader, please remember to return the gear bag to Clive after your walk or at least let him know if
you have passed it on to the next leader.
Have a great month everyone.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
mackay.bushwalkers@gmail.com
prior to 26th August

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance
S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

Difficulty

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
8-10 = Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling, 8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
thick scrub, major rock scrambling using hands, technical

Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag before
undertaking your walk and return it as soon as possible afterwards
Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks before 12.00pm the day
before the walk unless otherwise stated.
Gloucester Island Exploratory Expedition
Saturday 7th – Monday 9th August

The purpose of this trip is to do exploratory
walks to the peaks of Gloucester Island which
is National Park to the east of Bowen and north
of Dingo Beach. The leader has not previously
been to the peaks and is not aware of persons
who have done the peaks, so this will be
exploratory. From map, Google Earth images
and photos from a friend the two peaks appear
quite rugged. A previous attempt to do the
expedition failed because of the difficulty in

Leader :
Steven Morgan (0418 882
817, steven.morgan61@gmail.com)
Depart :
By arrangement – Saturday
morning 6:00am
Journey:
330km $33.00
Map Ref:
See individual days
Grade: See individual days
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obtaining boat transfer arrangements.
Hopefully, the boat arrangements are more
secure for this trip with the “dry hire” of a
suitable boat and this expedition will definitely
proceed. We will use the hired boat to transfer
from Dingo Beach to the island on Saturday
morning, do a transfer to a different camp site
early Sunday morning, and return home on
Monday morning. Participants will need to pay
towards the boat hire depending on our
numbers, but estimated at somewhere between
$200 and $250.

unknown walking conditions, much steep
slopes, very steep scrambles.
First thing in the morning we will pack up our
camp and transport by boat to a new campsite
at 511874 which is on the north west of the
island and will give us a closer start to attempt
the northern (unnamed) peak. This peak is
510m, and depending on time we may push
beyond the peak further along the ridge. From
photos, it appears the ridge at the northern end
is more rugged with some large rock outcrops.
Once we have done walking, we will spend the
night at the new camp site.

Day1 – Saturday 7 August – boat transfer
and walk up Mt Bertha

Day 3 – Monday 9 August – boat transfer
We will leave Mackay quite early Saturday
morning (6:00am) and meet with the boat driver
and boat and transport to Bona Bay camp site
on Gloucester Island. There are toilets on site
but you need to bring everything else including
drinking water. Take into account the boat
transfer and travel reasonably light with your
camping equipment.

Boat transfer back to Dingo Beach in the
morning.
The boat
Hire boat from Airlie Boat Hire. It will be a 7
seat boat. You may wish to check out the boat
by find the website for Airlie Boat Hire and
looking at the Centre Cab.

Map Ref:
Gloucester Island 523856
(Datum GDA 2020)
Grade: M88
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 660m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: scrub Expect:
unknown walking conditions, much steep
slopes, steep scrambles.
Once we are transported from the mainland
and set up at the Bona Bay campsite we will
walk from that camp site up various ridges and
crossing a couple of saddles we will attempt to
reach the summit of Mt Bertha (568m). This is
exploratory. You will need to carry all water for
the day.

The Island
Photo from a friend of the ridge line at the
northern end of the island

Day 2 – Sunday 8 August – Northern peak
Map Ref:
Gloucester Island 520892
(Datum GDA 2020)
Grade M98
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 660m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven terrain Vegetation: scrub Expect:
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Hazlewood Gorge (Downstream)
Sunday 15th August

Journey: 130kms $13
Map Ref: Mirani 901423
Grade: M55

Leader:
Bruce Pownall 0417 759 032
Depart:
7:00am
Journey:
200km $20.00
Map Ref:
Hillalong 516 520
Grade:
M85
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 120m Pace: average Terrain:
very uneven, rocky Vegetation: open forest
Expect: some steep slopes, lots of rock
hopping, steep scrambles (hands, knees &
bums), loose rocks, swimming holes, difficult
creek crossings.

Estimated walking time 5-6 hours Pace
average Terrain uneven rock and sandy creek
bed Expect Rocks, sand, limited shade in the
creek bed. The sand can be very hot in
summer months but being cooler weather it
should be pleasant walking conditions. Feet
may get wet at the small water crossing, some
minor scrambling and small amounts of lantana
may be possible.
The aim is to follow the creek bed as far as
possible, then go along the bank before
dropping into the creek bed, making a small
water crossing and then following the bank until
we reach the rapids.
This walk offers the chance to form into 2
groups. A slower group could walk comfortably
at their own pace.
Text or phone to nominate for this walk.

This spectacular gorge with its coloured rock
formations is situated outside the rain forest
area about 16km from Eungella. We will access
the gorge by scrambling down a rough steep
gully and return the same way. There will be a
lot of rock hopping. How far we manage to get
downstream will depend on how much water is
in the creek and the ability of those present. It
is likely to be very hot with little shade so bring
plenty of water for the whole day. The water in
the creek is not suitable for drinking so please
don’t expect to rely on it.
Whilst spectacular, this walk does have some
difficult sections.

Beginner Abseiling and Ropework Training
Sunday 29 August
Leader :
Steven Morgan (0418 882
817)
Depart:
8:00am
Journey:
30km $3.00
Map Ref:
The backyard of Morgan’s
place at The Leap

Induction 6.30pm General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 18th August

Estimated walking time: 5 minutes Total of
all uphill sections: 40m Pace: average
Terrain: very uneven terrain Vegetation: scrub
forest Expect:.

Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome.

There is a small cliff about 5 minutes walk from
the Morgan residence. We will do some
abseiling suitable for beginners, and also spend
time doing some training on knot tying, use of
equipment, safety techniques and hopefully
even some on rope techniques such as
crossing a knot and ascending a rope.

Blacks Creek
Sunday 22nd August
Leader: Deb Wilson 0400319078
Co Leader: Mari Simmons
Depart: 7am
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Previous Activities
Dooloomai Falls to Wheel of Fire
Sunday 27th June
We did a test run of this walk a few weeks before the walk and were at
the bottom of Wheel of Fire falls by around 1:00pm. But the “live”
performance was quite different. We had a larger group – now 10
people and just as we were about to descend Dooloomai Falls we were
annointed by a very light misty rain – just enough to wet the rocks. We
protected our descent of Dooloomai Falls with ropes – a new
experience for some of our walkers. From there we skidded down the
creek putting up safety rope and far more places that we did on our test
walk. It all took time. We had a damp lunch at the junction with Left
Hand Branch, and then continued to the steep sections above Wheel of
Fire falls. The real stuff begins when we rope a traverse across the top
of a waterfall. Of course, the traverse is not difficult, but the smallest
mistake will result in a serious life threatening fall. We put a rope across
and our walkers in harnesses and clipped on to the rope. Take a fall and you will be hanging from the
rope and red faced, but should only suffer minor damage. Everyone breezed across with no difficulty.
Before moving on we retrieve the rope with some pull
through techniques. There then follows to descents
and a further traverse to get to the bottom where the
graded tracks are. Everyone safely down the first
descent and pull through the rope and re rig it for the
second pitch. By now the day is wearing on, and light
is fading. A number of our group had to struggle down
the second pitch by torchlight, and it is well and truly
dark by the time the last of us get down. There is one
last challenge once you get down this pitch. You have
to cross the creek again. And again we have rigged a
traverse line to assist and provide safety. For sure, it
was a big and edgy day for some. For me, I felt so
alive, and could easily be persuaded to put on a repeat.
Steve
The Leap Mt Mandarana Walk
Sunday 11th July.
Clear blue skies and a crisp winter morning, perfect weather for a walk to
the top of the Leap. Fifteen walkers started early on a freezing morning. It
was wonderful to see two walkers return, as they both hadn't walked with
the club for a while. We started out on a track then descended into the
rocky creek bed. The rocks were dry and safe. Rockhopping can be
challenging for some. The slower pace suited everyone and all managed
well. We continued on and visited the rock wall, after photos we
backtracked to the beginning of the uphill track. Halfway up we diverted up
a narrow passage to a vantage point with views north to Cape
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Hillsborough. From there we continued onto the
abseiling area for a quick morning tea and a rest.
Enjoying the views below. Refreshed we continued on
and up through the grass trees to the highest point.
From there around to some rocky vantage points with
great views across to the islands, including Brampton
and Carlisle. Heading back the same way, we found a
comfortable shaded area where we had a longer rest
period calling it lunch. For some walkers on the day it
was the first time that they had climbed the Leap.
Thankyou to Charles and Bruce for your help, and to
Penny for co leading. We all enjoyed a great morning
of walking and were down by 1.30pm, plenty of afternoon left for relaxing.
Deb
Mt Bridgman
Sunday 18th July
12 walkers set off early morning to tackle this Mountain in the Eton Range with an even mix of genders.
That doesn’t happen too often.
We set off up Cut Creek which was very dry and this
made scaling the waterfall an easy task. A short time
later we headed up a gully before going bush. For those
of us in front this proved to be quite a battle as the bush
was dense and scratchy. “Don’t worry I assured
everyone – once we are on the ridge it will become
much easier.” In the 2 years or so since we last visited
this walk the bush had had somewhat of a growth spurt.
Even the grasstrees were thicker and bushier and a
force to be dealt with.
Bang on 10am we arrived at “Smoko Rocks” where we spread out for morning tea. From here it was
relatively easy to follow the ridge to the summit. On past walks we have had good views along this
section of our destination but not so this time due to how much the bush had grown. We arrived at the
first peak with its large rocks in good time for an early lunch. I did offer to take anyone who wanted over
to the second peak but no one seemed keen–
Phew! In the past we have made it over there but
although it’s only a short distance it’s a really tough
bush bash and the views aren’t as good as they are
from the first peak.
A leisurely lunch was had with many taking
advantage of the photo opportunities the rocks
presented. From here we retraced our steps to the
car.
Thanks to all who came along to enjoy the day
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Jenny

Mt Catherine
25th July.
A crisp winter morning and 15 walkers arrived
to climb Mt Catherine. Bruce was the Co
Leader and helped greatly by bringing the
town people out. Weather was blue skies and
sunshine, I was expecting great views from
the summit. Stopping for a rest, water break
and a quick bite at the first lookout. A few
photos and off we set, heading up the ridges
towards the top of Mt Catherine. Water stops,
and rests at the top of each hill, along the
way. Vegetation changed as we got higher,
from grass trees to forest scrub. Several
moonlighter plants were seen along the
track. Reaching the top, we then travelled down on the
other side to Jenny's Lunch Rock. Most people finding
shaded places to sit. Toni and Wendy got in quickly and
had the best place to sit and enjoy lunch on the rock,
shade, breeze, views. We had a relaxing lunch stop and
stayed for an hour.
As I had expected great ocean views out to Cape
Conway and surrounding coastline. Time to head back
on down. We arrived back at the cars about 3 pm.
Thank you to everyone that came along it was a great
day of walking with a great group of people.
Deb
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